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Abstract: The temperature monitoring and control system can be done in computer (PC) using Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench (LABVIEW) software. To obtain the quality of service in the industries, data acquisition plays an important role. The main purpose of using LABVIEW is for data acquisition. The temperature is measured by the temperature sensor (LM-35) and the obtained analog signal is processed by the microcontroller (LPC-1768). The LABVIEW acquires data from the microcontroller through USB port for further processing of the data. The data is processed and displayed in the LABVIEW. The system control and automation can be done through the help of control circuitry in the LABVIEW. There are two modes, “automatic” and “manual”, in which either one can be selected in the LABVIEW. The temperature values obtained can be stored into the excel sheet through the LABVIEW.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the industries, several techniques were used for the temperature monitoring. Ethernet, Wireless LAN etc are the previous methods used for the industrial application. But they require data acquisition cards which increase the cost to the system. Hence we are opting for USB interface which does not require acquisition cards which reduces of cost to the system. The software gives the flexibility to program as per the requirements. Software programs are used to change the data process. The LABVIEW software is used to process the data that is obtained from the external devices such as sensors. This paper is about temperature monitoring and control system in industrial applications in two modes (automatic and manual) along with data storage (excel sheet).

METHODOLOGY:

The above figure shows the block diagram of the temperature monitoring system using LABVIEW software. Firstly the LPC-1768 microcontroller detects the millivolt value of temperature from the sensor LM35. Then LPC 1768 converts the analog values to digital values by ADC converter which is present in pin 15 to pin 20. Then the obtained digital signal is send to PC with LABVIEW through USB interface. In LABVIEW the temperature conversion is done. Based on the obtained temperature the control signals are generated and sent to LPC-1768. Further controlling actions is done by LPC-1768 to control the temperature. VISA 5.2 driver is used to establish the communication between LABVIEW and LPC-1768. The digital values are sent from LPC-1768 to LABVIEW by using some graphical interface in the LABVIEW. That graphical interface is called as READ block.
In the front panel of LABVIEW READ, select the serial COM port. Set the baud rate and timeout value. The value sent by connected device (LPC1768) is displayed in the line string, array of strings, array of numbers and number indicator (based on the type of value).

In the block diagram of LABVIEW READ, the connections are done as shown in above for the read operation from LPC-1768 to LABVIEW. The entire read block is made into SUB-VI for the user flexibility.

In this paper there are two modes of operation. They are:
1. Manual mode
2. Automatic mode

These modes provide the flexibility to the user according to the needs. The mode can be selected in the front panel (manual / automatic) by using enum variable.

MANUAL MODE OF OPERATION:

In the front panel we select manual mode from enum variable. Select the serial COM ports (one is for read purpose and other is for write). In the manual mode of operation, the user provides the control signal from the LABVIEW. Control signal is nothing but LED values which control the hardware connected to LPC-1768.
In the front panel of the manual mode, select the connected device for read and write purposes. The gauge displays the sensor value (in mV) that is obtained from the sensor LM35 through LPC-1768. The sensor value is converted into temperature in degree centigrade by:

\[
\text{Temperature} = \frac{\text{sensor value}}{3.3} \times 1000;
\]

Based on the obtained temperature, the control signals are generated by user (1,0) and written to LPC-1768. LPC-1768 controls the motor by the obtained write values from LABVIEW. If (0,0) is send from LABVIEW then motor is in stop condition. If (1,0) the motor runs.

CASE1:
If the temperature is greater than the threshold, then control signals (1,0) are written to LPC-1768 for driving the hardware connected to LPC-1768.

CASE2:
If the temperature is less than the threshold, then control signals (0,0) are written to LPC-1768 for the motor to stop/no motion.

AUTOMATIC MODE OF OPERATION:

In the front panel, we select automatic mode from enum variable. Select the serial COM ports (one is for read purpose and other is for write). In the automatic mode of operation, the LABVIEW itself provides the control signal to LPC-1768.

The connections are done as shown above for the case1 in automatic mode. The obtained temperature values are stored in the excel sheet by “write measurement” block.

CASE2:
If the temperature is less than the threshold, then control signals (0,0) are written to LPC-1768 for the motor to stop/no motion.
The connections are done as shown above for the case 2 in automatic mode. The obtained temperature values are stored in the excel sheet by “write measurement” block.

RESULTS:
The temperature monitoring is done with LABVIEW software in two modes (manual and automatic). In LABVIEW, temperature in centigrade is obtained after processing the sensor values (in mV). The temperature values are stored in an excel sheet (one value per 250 mS).

Figure9. LABVIEW block diagram design

The inputs to the motor is provided by LABVIEW through LPC-1768. The motor is rotated when LABVIEW sends LED values of 0,1.

CONCLUSION:
At first we have to establish the communication between LABVIEW and LPC-1768 through USB interface with the help of VISA 5.2 driver for LABVIEW and windows mbed serial driver for LPC-1768. Reading from temperature sensor LM35 which is connected to LPC-1768, to the LABVIEW is done. The temperature values are stored in excel sheet. Writing from LABVIEW to hardware (motor) connected to LPC-1768 is done. In manual mode, user manually could control the hardware (motor) connected to LPC-1768, based on temperature values. In automatic mode, LABVIEW itself control the hardware (motor) connected to LPC-1768. In future this project can be extended with Bluetooth module so that user flexibility will be increased.
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